But the philosophy of FIC, as emphasized in its name, is that in practice the h i remain finite. The key goal is to pick r h and h so that stability and accuracy characteristics of the solution for a given mesh are improved. Further analysis of localized phenomena, such as sharp boundary layers, can be carried out by multiscale devices [6, 15, 25] . The FIC analysis process is diagramed in Figure 1 .
FIC has been primarily used [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] for the solution of fluid mechanics equations involving flow, advection, diffusion, ocean waves and chemical reactions.
For those applications it competes with stabilization schemes such as SUPG, residual free bubbles and subgrid scale methods [3, 4, 8, 9, 15] .
In a study of FIC methods for solid mechanics [31] it was found that a variational form formally analogous to the Minimum Potential Energy principle could be obtained by modifying the displacement, strain and stress fields in a manner similar to that done for the residual in the foregoing description, and adjusting their variations. The approach technically falls into the class of variational principles with noncommutative variations [38] , also called modified variational principles in the literature [7] . That finding provides the departure point for the present study. §2.
Modified Variational Forms
Suppose that (1) is derivable from a functional J [u] in the sense that r(u) = 0 are the Euler-Lagrange equations of J . The first variation is
Define a modified primary variable field:
such that u h → 0 as h → 0. The choice considered here, suggested by a previous study, is
Here h is an overall characteristic length, array α collects scaling parameters α i , and the factor − is for convenience in matching to the standard FIC method.
Analysis process

Discretization
Accuracy analysis
Residual r(u) = 0
Ritz discrete form
Pick steplengths h (6) in which the augmentation term J h vanishes as h → 0. The Euler-Lagrange equation changes to
Numerical solution
EulerLagrange equations
This has formally the same configuration as (3) , and shares with it the property that as h → 0 the EulerLagrange equation reduces to (1) . But in general starting with r h (u) of FIC, namely that in (2), does not reproducer h . To avoid confusion we qualify (7) as the FIC variational residual. The functional J h will be called the FIC-modified functional, or FIC functional for brevity. (The superposed tildes are eventually dropped for brevity when there is no danger of confusion.)
The numerical approximation is obtained by working withJ h in the usual way, assuming that h is known. The residual may be used to study stability and accuracy properties of the approximation. The analysis process is diagramed in Figure 2 . §3.
The Modified Equation Method
The "Accuracy Analysis" stage of Figure 2 is carried out by the method of modified equations. Since this is not a well known technique for differential equations, an outline along with a brief history and two examples is provided in this Section for completeness. §3.1.
Backward Error Analysis
The conventional way to analyze accuracy of a discrete approximation is through forward error analysis: the amount by which the discrete solution fails to satisfy the source differential form. To make this measure practical, it is computed using local estimators such as truncation or residual errors (in FEM, through recovery from element patches This approach is now routinely used for matrix computations after Wilkinson'sdefinitive work in the 1960s [42] [43] [44] and has become standard part of numerical linear algebra courses. But it is less known in differential equations. This neglect is unfortunate, since the concept follows common sense. Application problems involve physical parameters such as mass, damping, stiffness, conductivity, diffusivity, etc., which are known approximately. Transient loading actions (e.g, earthquakes, winds, waves) may be subject to high uncertainties. If the modified equation models a "nearby problem" with parameters within the range of experimental uncertainty, it is as good as the original one. This "defect correction" can be used as basis for controlling accuracy a priori, before any computations are actually carried out. §3.
MoDE Processing
Let r h (u, h, α) = 0 denote a discretization of an ordinary or partial differential equation r(u) = 0. [As in Sections 1-2, h collects lengths (in space, time or both) related to mesh or grid dimensions whereas α collects free parameters]. MoDE generation involves three stages:
Step 1: Patch discretization → DDMoDE. The discrete equations at a typical node (a patch in FEM terminology) are rendered continuous in the independent variable(s). This produces a differencedifferential form (called delay-differential form when time is the independent variable) of MoDE, called DDMoDE.
Step 2: DDMoDE→ IOMoDE. The difference portion of the DDMoDE is converted to differential form by Taylor series expansion in the mesh dimensions collected in h. This step gives a differential equation of infinite order, abbreviated to IOMoDE.
Step 3: IOMoDE→FOMoDE. The IOMoDE is reduced to a finite order differential equation, or FOMoDE. This is done by systematic elimination of higher order derivatives. The process typically produces an infinite series in the discretization dimensions. This series can be ocassionally identified and summed in closed form. Technically this is (by far) the most difficult step. It generally requires the use of a computer algebra system (CAS) to be viable.
By comparing the FOMoDE to the original problem one can learn structural aspects of the discretization that go beyond comparison of physical parameter values. For example: preservation of Hamiltonian flow or of conservation laws in the discrete system. These are impossible or difficult to analyze with the conventional truncation error measures.
The procedural steps just outlined are flow-charted in Figure 3 . This chart also shows parameter matching step to achieve nodal exactness, which is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4 below. 
. A Brief History of Modified Differential Equations
Modified differential equations as truncated IOMoDE forms originally appeared in conjunction with finite difference discretizations for computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The prescription for constructing them can be found in Richtmyer and Morton's textbook [34, p. 331] . Modified forms were used to interpret numerical dissipation and dispersion in the Lax-Wendroff treatment of shocks, and to derive corrective operators. Similar ideas were used by Hirt [14] and Roache [35] . A drawback of this early work is that there is no guarantee that truncation retains the relevant behavior for finite mesh dimensions, since the discarded portion could be well be dominant in coarse discretizations.
Warming and Hyett [40] were the first to describe the correct procedure for eliminating high order time derivatives of PDE space-time discretizations on the way to the FOMoDE. (Space dimensions were treated by Fourier methods.) They attributed the "modified equation" name to Lomax [17] . The FOMoDE forms were used for studying accuracy and stability of several CFD operators. In this work the original equation typically models flow effects of conduction and convection, h includes grid dimensions in space and time, and feedback is used to adjust parameters in terms of improving stability as well as reducing spurious oscillations (e.g. by artificial viscosity or upwinding) and dispersion.
The first MoDE use to study space FEM discretizations for structural mechanics can be found in [39] . However the derivative elimination and force lumping procedures were faulty, which led to incorrect conclusions. This was corrected by Park and Flaggs [32, 33] , who, being aware of the methods of [40] used modified equations for a systematic study of C 0 beam, plate and shell FEM discretizations.
The method has recently attracted attention from the numerical mathematics community since it provides an effective tool to understand long-time structural behavior of computational dynamic systems, both deterministic and chaotic. Recommended references are [10] [11] [12] [13] 36] . Web accessible Maple scripts for the IOMoDE→FOMoDE reduction process are presented in [2] .
Little of the work to date has used modified equations for optimal selection of free parameters. One exception is [11] . §3. 4 
. Attaining Nodal Exactness
Suppose that the discretization r h (u, h, α) = 0 contains free parameters collected in α. As discussed in Sections 1-2, this is always the case for FIC discretizations, whether variationally based or not. Obviously the free parameters will carry over to the three MoDE forms: r DD (u, h, α) = 0, r IO (u, h, α) = 0 and r FO (u, h, α) = 0. Assuming that the last form is available, the question is whether the parameters can be chosen so that r FO (u, h, α M ) ≡ r(u), for any h. ( 8) Here subscript M stands for "matching." If this is possible, the discretization r h (u, h, α M ) becomes nodally exact. That is, will give the exact answer at the nodes of any discretization. For FEM discretizations this scheme may be labeled a nodally exact patch test, since the MoDE equations are necessarily obtained from an element patch.
The idea is straightforward and attractive but fraught with technical difficulties. In particular:
• Exact matching may be possible only with drastic restrictions on dimensionality, system properties and discretization. For instance: constant coefficients, no source terms, regular meshes. If an exact match is impossible, some "measure of fit" (projection, minimization, etc) has to be chosen.
• Solutions may be imaginary, non-unique, inexistent, or fiendishly hard to compute.
• The FOMoDE may contain "parasitic terms" not present in the governing equation, which cannot be cancelled out by choosing parameters. For example: the source is the Laplace equation u xx + u yy = 0 whereas the FOMoDE holds a parameter-free cross-derivative term u xy . The emergence of parasitic terms was in fact observed by Park and Flaggs in their studies of C 0 plate and shell elements [32, 33] . Such occurrences can be often traced to consistency defects in the discretization; in that study the presence of such terms flagged element locking.
• Attaining a closed form for the FOMoDE will not be generally possible in more than one dimension, or for variable coefficients. Truncation may be required. In that case the fit can at most be expected to deliver a better solution over a fixed mesh.
• Symbolic manipulations may be prohibitive, even with the help of a computer algebra system.
On the positive side, the approach is completely general, and not linked to any discretization method. The provenance of r h (u, h, α): finite elements, finite differences, boundary elements, etc., is irrelevant. It is not restricted by problem dimensionality, and does not require knowledge of exact solutions.
For FEM discretizations, the first procedure to achieve nodal exactness was Tong's adjoint technique [37] ; see also [45, App. 7] . This requires finding exact homogeneous solutions of r(u) = 0,t ob e inserted as weight functions in a Petrov-Galerkin discretization. Related schemes are based on localized enrichment by homogeneous and/or particular solutions, for example [5, 6] . All of these methods rely on the Galerkin approach rather than the Ritz method used here. §3.
Example 1: From IOMoDE to FOMoDE All the Way
As previously noted, Step 3 of the modified equation method is technically challenging. The process will be illustrated here through a specific example. The result will be used later for treating the constant coefficient case of the diffusion-absorption and Helmholtz equations. The given IOMoDE is the homogeneous, even-derivative, infinite-order ODE:
Here µ and χ are dimensionless real parameters whereas a, which is a characteristic problem dimension, has dimension of length. Primes denote differentiation with respect to the independent space variable x. Parameter χ goes to zero as the mesh of the source problem is refined. Following a variant of Warming and Hyett's derivative elimination procedure, (9) is differentiated 2(n − 1) times (n = 1, 2,...) with respect to x while discarding all odd derivatives. The equations are truncated to a maximum derivative order 2n, and a linear system in the even derivatives u ′′ , u ′′′′ , ... is set up. The configuration of the elimination system is illustrated for n = 4:
The coefficient matrix of system (10) is Toeplitz and Hessenberg. Solving for u ′′ yields a truncated FOMoDE, which is then expanded in ascending Taylor series in λ = µχ 2 :
Increasing the order n, the coefficients of the power series in λ are found to be generated by the recursion c 1 = 1, c n+1 =− This yields the second-order FOMoDE
To give an example of matching suppose that the original ODE from which (9) comes is u
where w is constant. For nodal exactness, w = (4/χ 2 ) arcsinh(
I fµ is the free parameter, solving for it gives
. Example 2: From IOMoDE to FOMoDE Part Way
The second example illustrates a case in which the reduction to FOMoDE is incomplete because only part of the series is easily identified as expressible in closed form. The answer may be still useful, however, if the discarded (unprocessed) part becomes negligible for the envisioned applications. The result will be used later for treating the variable coefficient case of the diffusion-absorption and Helmholtz equations. The given IOMoDE is:
Here the even-derivative series is the same as in Example 1, with µ, χ and a retaining the same meaning. The new ingredient is the appearance of an odd-derivative series, which is multiplied by the dimensionless parameter ν. Furthermore µ and ν have the expressions ( 16) in which µ 0 through µ 4 are dimensionless functions of the original problem. Parameter φ, which has dimensions of length inverse, measures the deviation from a previously solved problem and therefore it can be regarded as a perturbation variable. Indeed if φ = 0, ν vanishes and we are back in Example 1. Proceeding as before, (15) is repeatedly differentiated with respect to x, retaining derivatives of order up to n. The configuration of the elimination system is illustrated for n = 4:
Comparing to (10) , the main change is that now all derivative orders appear in the left-hand side vector. Solving for u ′′ yields a truncated FOMoDE, which is then expanded in ascending Taylor series, first in φ and then in λ = (µ 0 /µ 1 )χ 2 :
(Actually to get the terms shown one needs to go n ≥ 6.) The first series has been identified in Example 1 as given by (12) , except that now λ is (µ 0 /µ 1 )χ 2 . The coefficients of the second one are found to be generated by the recursion
This yields the second-order FOMoDE
Note that µ 4 and µ 5 are missing from the terms shown above. In fact µ 4 makes its first appearance in the O(φ 3 ) series.
The series in φ 2 , φ 3 , etc., are significantly more complicated and no identification was attempted. Completing this FOMoDE to higher powers in φ thus remains an open problem. §4. The Diffusion-Absorption Problem
The remaining sections illustrate the variational FIC discretization and the construction of modified equations for the steady-state, one-dimensional diffusion-absorption equation. For the constant coefficient case of this particular application, the loop in Figure 3 can be successfully closed.
This problem has been recently examined by Oñate, Miquel and Hauke [30] from a FIC-Galerkin standpoint. That study includes advection terms which are not considered here. The governing differential equation that models a one-dimensional, steady state, diffusion-absorption process is
In this equation u is the state variable, x ∈ [x m , x p ] is the problem domain, k ≥ 0 is the diffusion, s ≥ 0 is the absorption (also called dissipation or destruction parameter) and Q the source term. Using primes to denote differentiation with respect to x, the foregoing ODE can be abbreviated to
With the flux defined as q = k(du/dx) = ku ′ , the boundary conditions can be stated as
where Ŵ u and Ŵ q are the Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries, respectively. For the one-dimensional problem these consist of four combinations taken at the ends of the problem domain. This problem admits a classical variational formulation. Introduce the functional
Taking the first variation δ J = 0 over admissible functions u(x) that satisfy the essential BCs yields the differential equation (21) as Euler-Lagrange equation, and the flux constraints in (23) as natural boundary conditions. §4.
The Model Problem
Following [30] and assuming k = 0, a model form of (21) is obtained by introducing the dimensionless coefficient
where a = x p − x m is the length of the problem domain. This coefficient characterizes the relative importance of absorption over diffusion. The model problem domain is adjusted to extend from
a for convenience. We will assume zero source: Q = 0, and Dirichlet boundary conditions at both ends: u(− 1 2 a) = u m and u( 1 2 a) = u p . We can therefore state the model problem as
The associated functional is
where variation is taken over continuous u(x) that satisfy the Dirichlet BCs. 
This form becomes 0/0ifw = 0 and suffers from cancellation errors if |w| is very small, say |w| < 10 −6 . For that case a Taylor series about w = 0 gives, to first order in w:
The exact solution is displayed in Figure 4 for
) = 3, w = 1000, 50, 0 and −50. If w = 0 the solution is a straight line. As w grows, exponential-growth boundary layers appear at Dirichlet boundaries. This is illustrated by the upper plots in Figure 4 . If w = 1000 the solution is very small over most of the problem domain except for two sharp boundary layers near x =± 
where
/L e and L e = x j − x i are the well known linear shape functions. Substitution into (27) gives the element stiffness equations
If w = 0 this element relation gives, upon assembly, the linear response correctly. However if w = 0, the use of (31), a scheme that may be labeled "unstabilized Ritz," displays a known defect: if w is large the solution oscillates over coarse meshes. This is illustrated in Figure 8 We try to stay within the Ritz framework and piecewise-linear shape functions, but change the functional by the method outlined in Section 2. For this problem, the FIC function modification technique consists of formally replacingũ
Theseũ(x) andũ ′ (x) are inserted into (26) . The tildes are then suppressed for brevity. This scheme yields a modified functional J h [u] , where h is the FIC steplength. That h was derived in the original FIC by flux balancing arguments [21] . In the present case h may be simply viewed as a free parameter with dimension of length.
For piecewise linear shape functions u ′′ (x) vanishes over each element, and the second replacement in (32) may be skipped. With this simplification the modified functional is
The Euler-Lagrange equation given by δ J h [u] = 0is
From this the FIC variational residual follows as δ J h = δu (1
The expression (34) shows that a nonzero h injects artificial diffusion if w>0. Furthermore, the sign of h makes no difference in the interior of the problem domain. As h → 0 the original ODE (26) where α e is a dimensionless parameter to be determined. The analysis of the present Section is restricted to equal size elements and the same α for all elements. The latter restriction is removed in Section 7, which studies a variable coefficient variant of the original problem.
With exact element integration (equivalently, a two-point Gauss integration rule), the following Ritz FIC element equations are obtained:
in which χ = L e /a and ζ = wχ 2 = s(L e ) 2 /k. §5.1.
Patch Equations
The stiffness equations for a patch of two equal-size elements comprising nodes i, j, k, as pictured in Figure 5 , are
with ζ = wχ 2 . The remaining issue is to find the value of α to be inserted into the discrete system. Four methods are studied below. The first one is loosely based on the discussion in [30] . The second and third methods rely on the modified differential equation (MoDE). The fourth method is based on knowledge of the exact solution, and is used to verify the third one.
The second method uses a truncated IOMoDE whereas the third one uses FOMoDE to "close the loop" in the flowchart of in Figure 3 , and thus achieve nodal exactness. The first three methods are extendible to two and three dimensions. The fourth one relies on the availability of the exact solution, which is not usually available beyond one dimension. Note that all methods actually find α 2 and not α. Which sign of the square root is taken makes no difference for the model problem. This sign does becomes relevant when the discrete equations are obtained by reduced integration, as discussed in Section 5.6. §5.
Finding α by Positivity
Consider the patch equations (36) . Suppose u i > 0 and u k > 0 are prescribed. Solving for u j from the second equation gives
The denominator is positive for any {α, χ} if w>0. It follows that the condition for u j ≥ 0i s 12
(Here the P subscript stands for "positivity.") This yields
This approach gives a useful bound: if ζ = wχ 2 ≤ 6, α may be set to zero without impairing positivity. For example, if w = 600, a mesh of 10 or more elements can have α = 0, since χ = 1/10 and ζ = wχ 2 = 6. As discussed later, this substitution does not imply an accurate solution.
Inserting this α 2 P into the element matrix S e of (35) cancels out the off-diagonal terms. The assembled S is therefore diagonal. The solution for zero source and Dirichlet conditions at both ends is therefore zero at all interior nodes. This mimics well the physical behavior for large and positive w; say w>10000. For positive but smaller w this solution can be way off, but it shows that (38) 
Equations (39) are Laplace transformed (replacing each derivative operator () ′ ≡ (d/dx) by the Laplace transform variable p) and inserted into the DDMoDE. Solve for the Laplace transformed u(x) and backtransform to get the IOMoDE. This can be worked over to the compact form
in which χ = L e /a is the inverse of the number of elements and γ = 12 + (3α 2 − 2)wχ 2 . Making χ → 0 truncates (40) to the second derivative: u ′′ = (12w/γ a 2 )u. Requiring consistency with the original ODE (26), which is u ′′ = (w/a 2 )u,givesγ = 12 + (3α 2 − 2)wχ 2 = 12, whence 3α 2 − 2 = 0 and
The value (41) will be called the "consistent α" because it is obtained by a ODE consistency argument as χ → 0. Numerical computations show that use of α C overestimates the diffusion for all positive w. Consequently it is "safe" in the sense of providing physically correct solutions. But these can be highly inaccurate for small or moderate w. The examples of Section 6 illustrate this point. However this method gives a useful limit: if w →+∞on a fixed mesh, α 2 → α 
. Finding Nodally Exact α via FOMoDE
To get a nodally exact solution using the method outlined in Section 3.4, it is necessary to convert the IOMoDE (40) to finite order (FOMoDE) through elimination of higher order derivatives and series identification. This operation is carried out in Example 1, worked out in Section 3.5. Setting µ = 12w/γ , with γ = 12 + (3α 2 − 2)wχ 2 , into (40) produces (9) . The FOMoDE convenience, is u ′′ = arcsinh
Matching this to u ′′ = (w/a 2 )u gives the value (14) for µ. Converting to α yields
where subscript M stands for "matching the original ODE." Using α = α M furnishes a nodally exact solution under the following conditions: elements of equal length, constant w, zero source and Dirichlet BCs. Expression (42) For computer implementation, exponential functions in (42) , which may cause numerical accuracy problems for w>10 5 , can be avoided by using Padé approximants to α For χ< 1 4 and w<10000 these provide at least 1, 2 and 3 digits of accuracy, respectively. For moderate wχ 2 the higher approximants give 10-12 digits of accuracy. As wχ 2 →∞ , α (42) can be obtained directly by equating u j in (37) to the exact node value for a BVP posed over the 2-element patch with prescribed node values u i and u k :
Solving for α 2 and simplifying gives back (42) . This method, however, cannot be used if the exact solution is not available, as it happens in two and three dimensional patches, whereas the modified equation method does not rely on such knowledge. §5. 6 
. Effect of Reduced Integration
The foregoing Ritz-FIC equations have been constructed with exact element integration, which is equivalent to using a two-point Gauss rule. If a one-point Gauss reduced integration rule is used, the element equations become
The two-element patch equations are
Both α and α 2 now appear in the difference equation, and survive in the three forms of the MoDE. Proceeding as before one obtains the nodally exact α as
Functions α MRI (w, χ ) and α 2 MRI (w, χ ) are displayed in Figure 7 (a) and (b), respectively. Note that as ζ = wχ 2 → 0, both α MRI and α 2 MRI approach zero. In fact, α MRI =− (42) , which approaches 1 3 as per the series (43).
The expression (48) is more complicated than that for α 2 M given in (42) . Using the exact solution to find α MRI gives two solutions for α MRI : σ ± 1 + 4(2σ − σ 2 − 1)/ζ /(1 − σ), which appear as roots of a quadratic. Taking the minus sign reproduces (48), whereas taking the plus sign gives an α that "blows up" if wχ 2 → 0, as shown in Figure 7 (c). Either value gives nodally exact solutions but the associated coefficient matrices are totally different. In summary, the reduced integration approach for this problem does not offer obvious advantages over exact integration. §5.7. Source Terms
The MoDE treatment of a smooth source term q(x) in u ′′ − (w/a 2 )u = q(x) can be done by entirely analogous techniques, but there are representation choices. One is based on expanding q(x) in Taylor series:
..at node j, and inserting into the FIC functional to derive a consistent node force term q j by the usual methods. Then q(x j ), q ′ (x j )...appear in the RHS of the elimination system (10) , and the solution series is identified into the FOMoDE. Alternatively q(x) can be expanded in Fourier series [33] . Delta function source terms can be processed directly. §6.
Numerical Results for Constant Coefficients
This section present numerical results obtained with the Ritz-FIC method for the model problem (26) . The problem domain is taken to have unit length (a = 1) extending from x m =− . Four values of w: 1000, 50, −50 and −1000, are tested. Results are graphically collected in Figure 8 , and discussed below. §6.1. Results for w = 1000
The solution to w = 1000 exhibits two sharp boundary layers. Over the propagation region, which extends roughly over the middle six elements of this discretization, u(x) takes small positive values, of order 10 −3 or less. The problem is discretized using four choices of α: α = 0 (conventional Ritz), α Table 1 along with the exact solution.
As expected the solution for α 2 M is nodally exact. The results for α = 0 oscillate giving unacceptable negative values. The results for α C and α P give the correct physical behavior, and bound the boundary layer behavior on both sides. Although the difference of results computed for α C and α P with the exact solution are masked in the scale of the plot, the discrepancies at interior points are clear from This case w = 50 pertains to moderate absorption. The boundary layers are diffuse and the exact solution resembles a second degree parabola. The problem is again discretized using four α choices: α = 0, α Table 2 along with the exact solution.
Again the solution for α 2 M is nodally exact. The solutions for α = 0 and α 2 C = 2/3 bound the exact solution, maintain positivity and display reasonable accuracy. The results for α P are way off as can be expected from the rationale for its construction. Setting w =− 1000 produces a rapidly oscillatory exact solution that goes roughly through five wavelengths over the problem domain, as depicted in Figure 8 M produces a nodally exact solution, an 8-element discretization over five wavelengths is obviously inadequate to fit the oscillation frequency. To correctly capture the physical behavior more elements should be used.
The effect of injecting more elements is illustrated in Figure 9 , which shows results for 8, 16, 32 and Table 3 . Ritz-FIC 8-element solutions, w =−50. Table 4 . Ritz-FIC 8-element solutions, w =−1000. This goal is to provide a benchmark of whether the present methods can handle simultaneouly the diffusion-absorption and Helmholtz type of equations. The restriction to linear variation in x is imposed to have a closed form solution, in terms of Airy functions, available for comparison. Although these functions are rarely useful in classical mechanics they find applications in optics, quantum mechanics, electromagnetics, and radiative transfer. §7.1.
The VC Model Problem
As before we restrict the computational domain to ± 1 2 a,d e fine w(x) = s(x) a 2 /k, which is now a linear function in x explicitly given as w = w 0 + w 1 (x/a). The model problem is defined as
The associated functional is obtained by changing w in (27) to
where variation is taken over continuous u(x) that satisfy the Dirichlet BCs.
The solution of (50) can be expressed in closed form in terms of the Airy functions Ai(x) and Bi(x) [1, Sec. 10.4] as follows. Assuming that w 1 = 0, compute:
If w 1 = 0 the Airy solution (52) fails. In that case w = w 0 is constant and the exact solution in terms of exponentials, given in Section 4.2, should be used. As an example Figure 10 shows the exact solution for a case where w = 100 − 8000(x/a) changes from a sharp boundary layer to wavy behavior. §7.
Discretization
To construct a Ritz-FIC finite element discretization, the modified piecewise linear shape functions (32) can be reused with an important modification: α is allowed to vary with x (not only element by element, but also within an element). Inserting the modified shape function into (51) and performing the variation with respect to node displacements gives the Ritz FIC equations for an element of nodes 
The entries of S e are computed by two-point Gauss integration rule, which evaluates the functional (51) exactly for linearly varying w(x) if the value of α at the Gauss nodes is separately chosen. Denoting by w j ,α j ( j = 1, 2) the values of w(x) and α(x), respectively, at Gauss point j,
If α 1 = α 2 = α and w 1 = w 2 = w the entries reduce to the constant coefficient element equations (35) .
Over each element w is assumed to vary linearly from w i at node i to w j at node j. Gauss point values w 1 and w 2 are computed by interpolation. The selection of α 1 and α 2 is studied next. §7.
The Modified Equation
To obtain a modified equation we consider again a patch of two elements as shown. Coefficient w is taken to vary linearly over the patch and is expressed as
See Figure 11 . Herex = x − x j is the distance from the center patch node, and φ = dw/dx.
To make further progress it is necessary to make an assumption on the variation of α over the patch although of course only the Gauss point values will appear in the element computations. The assumption is that
where β is a free parameter. From this the Gauss point values are obtained by interpolation from node values. The computation of the DDMoDE and IOMoDE forms follows the same techniques used to derive (39) , but now starting from (53) and (54), and need not be repeated here. The results is the IOMoDE studied in Example 2, which is defined by (15) and (16), and in which
The FOMoDE obtained in Example 2 is (20) , which includes terms up to O(φ 2 ). In that equation, λχ .
The first condition says that α 0 must be determined by (42) with w replaced by w 0 ; that is α In the numerical tests reported below a slightly different procedure is followed: α 1 and α 2 were computed directly from interpolated Gauss-point w values: 
This procedure obviously can handle any variation of w(x) over the computational domain. It covers stepped coefficients in layered problems if nodes are placed at discontinuity points. 
. Numerical Results for Variable Coefficients
A wide range of w variations and number of elements was tested using three choices of α: (i) conventional Ritz with α = 0 at all points, (ii) "consistent" α C = √ 2/3 at all points, and (iii) the matching α M given by (58) at the element Gauss points. The "positivity" choice α = α P is not reported as it gave consistently inferior results.
The results shown in the convergence study of Figure 12 are representative. In this case w =−800x/a varies from 800 on the left to −800 at the right. The exponential-like solution over x < 0 and the boundary layer near x =− 1 2 are accurately captured by the three α choices. This behavior was consistently observed in all tests whenever w was positive. On the other hand, convergence difficulties are evident over the transition and the oscillatory regions of the response. The performance of the conventional Ritz α = 0 was noticeably erratic within oscillatory regions for coarse meshes. 2. The use of the modified equation (MoDE) approach to find a value of the stabilization parameter that is nodally exact for all values of the absorption-to-diffusion ratio, including negative values that morphs the original ODE into the Helmholtz equation.
An important advantage of a Ritz discretization over its Galerkin counterparts is that symmetric matrices are obtained. This permits reuse of symmetric equation solvers often available in finite element software. Symmetry also simplifies eigenvalue calculations for problems such as linear acoustics in the frequency domain. This advantage, however, holds only as long as FIC parameters remain real, as otherwise complex numbers appear in the Ritz equations. In the application considered here, avoiding complex numbers requires the use of at least two elements per wavelength in the case of the Helmholtz equation.
A potential disadvantage of the Ritz approach, again when compared to Galerkin, is that the FIC steplength h -or equivalently its dimensionless counterpart α -appears quadratically in the element equations, because the shape functions that carry h go into a quadratic functional. (The method of least squares would produce a similar result.) This brings up the problem of choosing signs when solving quadratic equations. In the present application that difficulty is inconsequential.
The main attraction of the modified equation approach is that availability of exact solutions of the source ODE is not required to construct a nodally exact discretization. This feature is important for application of the method in two and three dimensions. For the one-dimensional constant-coefficient problem discussed here, the same nodally exact discretization can be also obtained by patch matching as shown in Section 5.5.
The logical extension of the present combination of methods is the study of two and three dimensional space discretizations by considering regular finite element patches. Since exact solutions for such problems are rarely available, the modified equation method appears to be a promising choice for improving nodal solutions over fixed meshes. The Ritz ingredient, however, may have to be dropped in problems, such as advection, which are not easily formulated in a variational framework.
